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                Abstract 

 

Over three hundred and fifty years ago, when the West lost its first war with China over Taiwan, 

the technological level between the two sides was fairly even. But the Dutch, then the most 

dynamic colonial power, paid a heavy price for misbelieving “China might have invented 

gunpowder but we possess superior guns.” Today, the world is witnessing China’s rapid rise and 

the US is in decline. And Taiwan has returned as one of the thorniest issues in the US policy 

toward China under the Biden administration. Almost five months have passed but the new White 

House is yet to completely formulate its China policy framework. But as they say, the proof of the 

pudding is in the eating. In April third week, the US Senate’s Foreign Relations Committee sent to 

the Congress the US Strategic Relations Act of 2021 passed by 22-1 vote. The Act is filled with 

references to “closer US ties with Taiwan.” The Act, as expected, angered Beijing which accused 

Biden administration of hyping up the China threat theory. The question is, will Taiwan once 

again bust the Western (aka US) superiority myth? 
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In 1662, the West fought its first war with 

China and lost. The Sino-Dutch War, as it is 

called now, was fought when a Chinese 

admiral dared the Dutch East India Company 

to give up its little under half century ‘rule’ 

over Taiwan. The defeat resulted in the island 

falling under Chinese rule for the first time in 

history. It is not so important to know it was 

China’s first great victory over Europe’s most 

dynamic colonial power. In the words of the 

Dutch historian, Tonio Andrade, what is more 

significant is the first Chinese victory over the 

West broke the myth of Western superiority as 

it had been achieved on the basis of “Chinese 

advantage in strategic and tactical culture.” 

(Emphasis added) The Chinese victory also 

broke another myth which the Western 

historians held on to until as recently as in 

1970s, i.e., the Chinese might have invented 

the gunpowder but didn’t know how to use it as 

a weapon, Andrade, the author went on to add.1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1 Andrade, Tonio (2012) “The West’s First War with 
China,” February, 
https://thediplomat.com/2012/02/the-wests-first-war-
with-china/ 
 

Fast forward to the present-day tensions in the 

Taiwan Strait. As China embarked on the path 

of Reform and Opening-up, relations between 

Beijing and Taipei too started improving in the 

early 1980s. Seen as a remarkable political 

development on both sides of the Taiwan Strait 

in 45 years, the KMT government in Taipei 

declared in 1991 “an end to the war with the 

People’s Republic of China on the mainland.” 

However, since the election of Chen Shui-bian 

as president in 2000, political headwinds in 

Taiwan have been moving in the opposite 

direction to Beijing. Alarmed by Chen’s 

backing of demands for Taiwan’s 

independence, Beijing was quick to pass anti-

secession law a year after Chen was reelected 

in 2004.  

 

In 2016, following Donald Trump’s victory in 

US and the victory of Ms. Tsai Ing-wen as 

Taiwan’s president respectively, Beijing’s fear 

of Taiwan declaring itself an independent 

country has reached unprecedented levels. In 

fact, Beijing is feeling seriously threatened by 

the US role in creating conditions for Taiwan 

to declare independence. Immediately upon 

assuming office, President Trump held 

telephone conversation with the Taiwan 

president – something which no other US 

President had done in the preceding forty 

years. This was the beginning of a new trend in 

US-China relations and it grossly undermined 

the “One China” policy.  

 

 

Alarmed by Chen’s backing of demands 

for Taiwan’s independence, Beijing was 

quick to pass anti-secession law a year 

after Chen was reelected in 2004. 

 

https://thediplomat.com/2012/02/the-wests-first-war-with-china/
https://thediplomat.com/2012/02/the-wests-first-war-with-china/
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During the past decade (between 2007 and 

2019), the US warships made over one hundred 

trips through the Taiwan Strait. No wonder 

Beijing has been describing Taiwan as “the 

most important sensitive issue in Sino-US 

relations.” According to New Strait Times, in 

2020, the year of Coronavirus pandemic, the 

cross-strait faced its worst crisis in the past two 

decades. Without denying that the PLA fighter 

planes crossed maritime border with Taiwan, 

China however dismissed Taipei’s claims of 

“incursions” by the mainland. Beijing even 

maintained its warplanes, bombers and anti-

submarine aircrafts “conducted normal 

exercises on September 18 and 19 respectively 

and that the median line never existed.”2 

 

However, according to experts, the median line 

is the unofficial airspace boundary between 

Taiwan and China, and was demarcated by US 

Air Force General Benjamin Davis Jr. in 1955, 

before the US pressured both sides to enter into 

a tacit agreement not to cross it. Media reports 

originating from Taipei, Hong Kong and 

Singapore claimed that forty or more PLA 

                                                
2 New Strait Times (2000) “Taiwan facing worst cross-
strait crisis in two decades,” October, 
https://www.nst.com.my/world/region/2020/10/62946
8/taiwan-facing-worst-cross-strait-crisis-two-decades 
 

incursions last October, were prompted by two 

US top officials visiting Taipei during August-

September period last year. “U.S. Under 

Secretary of State Keith Krach arrived in 

Taiwan on Thursday for the second visit by a 

high-level American official in two months. 

The first visit was by the US Health Secretary 

Alex Azar in August 2020.”3 The visits by 

Krach and Azar respectively were first highest-

level US Cabinet visits to Taiwan – in gross 

violation of the US commitments to China – 

since the US switched formal relations from 

Taiwan to Beijing in 1979. 

 

This year, especially within hours of the   

President entering the White House, the new 

US administration lost no time in announcing 

“our commitment to Taiwan is rock-solid.” 

Two days earlier, the State Department invited 

and officially received Taiwan’s unofficial 

ambassador in Washington to Biden’s 

inauguration – the first envoy from the island 

present at a presidential swearing-in since 

1979.4 Both the statement of commitment to 

Taiwan and the presence of Taiwanese envoy 

at the presidential inauguration respectively 

                                                
 
3 CBS NEWS (2020) “2nd Senior US Official Visits Taiwan, 
Fuelling Row with China,” September, 
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/china-taiwan-us-2nd-
senior-trump-admin-official-visits-taipei-fueling-row-
with-beijing/ 
 
4 Deng, Chao and Chun Han Wong (2021) “Biden Sends 
Important Foreign-Policy Signal With Taiwan 
Inauguration Invite,” January, 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-sends-important-
foreign-policy-signal-with-taiwan-inauguration-invite-
11611230623 
   

“In 2020, the year of Coronavirus 

pandemic, the cross-strait faced its worst 

crisis in the past two decades” 

New Strait Times 

https://www.nst.com.my/world/region/2020/10/629468/taiwan-facing-worst-cross-strait-crisis-two-decades
https://www.nst.com.my/world/region/2020/10/629468/taiwan-facing-worst-cross-strait-crisis-two-decades
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/china-taiwan-us-2nd-senior-trump-admin-official-visits-taipei-fueling-row-with-beijing/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/china-taiwan-us-2nd-senior-trump-admin-official-visits-taipei-fueling-row-with-beijing/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/china-taiwan-us-2nd-senior-trump-admin-official-visits-taipei-fueling-row-with-beijing/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-sends-important-foreign-policy-signal-with-taiwan-inauguration-invite-11611230623
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-sends-important-foreign-policy-signal-with-taiwan-inauguration-invite-11611230623
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-sends-important-foreign-policy-signal-with-taiwan-inauguration-invite-11611230623
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were interpreted by strategic affairs experts in 

Washington and Beijing as moves to provoke 

China towards making a strategic mistake 

leading to military conflict.  

 

Further, Taiwan has returned as “thorniest” 

issue in US-China relations under President 

Biden – since perhaps it is easier to violate 

“One China” policy than to either rally 

European allies against China or to announce a 

decisive Washington position toward Beijing. 

As President Biden gears up to embark on his 

maiden in-person visit to shake hands or bump 

elbows with his European allies, the US 

administration has further escalated tensions 

over Taiwan. Last Sunday, a bipartisan 

contingent of three US Senators – Tammy 

Duckworth and Christopher Coons, both 

Democrats, and Dan Sullivan, a Republican – 

briefly visited Taiwan on a US military 

aircraft. According to media reports, the 

Chinese Defense Ministry described the visit as 

“extremely vile provocation.” Reuters citing 

Chinese sources said China believes that 

“Biden administration is challenging one-

China principle and trying to achieve the so-

called goal of ‘using Taiwan to control’ 

China.”5   

 

 

                                                
 
5 Reuters (2021) “China says US senators visiting Taiwan 
on military plane a ‘vile provocation,” January, 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/c
hina-says-united-states-senators-visiting-taiwan-on-
military-plane-a-vile-
provocation/articleshow/83338400.cms 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Experts in Beijing point out, Biden is 

accelerating the pitch of what started under 

Obama and was intensified by Trump, i.e., to 

use “the US economic and military might to 

pressure Beijing and force it to accept US 

hegemony in the region.” Elsewhere, first the 

joint statement following Biden-Suga summit 

in April and then in late May the statement 

released after the summit meeting between 

European leaders and Japan’s Prime Minister 

Suga, are being interpreted as “belligerent 

stances towards Beijing initiated and 

encouraged by President Biden.” The EU-

Japan post-summit statement called for “peace 

and stability across the Taiwan Strait.”6 Similar 

to several moves initiated by Trump and Biden 

challenging one-China policy, the EU-Suga 

joint statement too is the first time that Taiwan 

has been included in such a statement.   

 

 

                                                
6 The Japan Times (2021) “Suga and EU leaders call for 
stability in Taiwan Strait relations,” May, 
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2021/05/28/natio
nal/suga-taiwan-strait-eu-china/ 
 

Taiwan has returned as “thorniest” 

issue in US-China relations under 

President Biden – since perhaps it is 

easier to violate “One China” policy 

than to either rally European allies 

against China or to announce a 

decisive Washington position toward 

Beijing. 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/china-says-united-states-senators-visiting-taiwan-on-military-plane-a-vile-provocation/articleshow/83338400.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/china-says-united-states-senators-visiting-taiwan-on-military-plane-a-vile-provocation/articleshow/83338400.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/china-says-united-states-senators-visiting-taiwan-on-military-plane-a-vile-provocation/articleshow/83338400.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/china-says-united-states-senators-visiting-taiwan-on-military-plane-a-vile-provocation/articleshow/83338400.cms
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2021/05/28/national/suga-taiwan-strait-eu-china/
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2021/05/28/national/suga-taiwan-strait-eu-china/
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A scholar in Tianjin, who writes a column for 

ftchinese.com, the daily online Mandarin 

version of the Financial Times, thinks Biden 

has intensified the so-called Thucydides trap.7 

In a recent article, he has actually put forward a 

solution for Beijing to not only avoid falling 

into the trap, but also steer clear of having to 

choose between using force to reunify with 

Taiwan and being forced into military conflict 

with the US by striking first. To sum up Li 

Yongning’s rather long thesis, he prescribes 

that China fight out Thucydides trap with 

economic growth and people’s prosperity. To 

prove his point, Li flashes the example of de-

escalation of hostility between China and 

Japan. Remember until a few years ago, 

heightened tensions between the two over 

Diaoyu or Senkaku Islands. Of late, especially 

since the middle of Xi Jinping’s first five-year 

                                                
7 李永宁 Li Yongning (2021) 

中美竞争：如何跳出修昔底德陷阱 (China-US 
Competition: How to Dodge Thucydides Trap) In 
Chinese. May 31, 
http://www.ftchinese.com/story/001092547?archive 
 

tenure, belligerent provocations between 

Beijing and Tokyo have almost ceased.  

 

How did China under Xi achieve this? 

According to Li, Xi’s strategy to strike peace 

and tranquility with Japan was simple and 

practical. “China’s GDP exceeded Japan’s in 

2010 and by 2019 it became 2.8 times more 

than Japan’s, which put an end to Sino-Japan 

competitiveness. Likewise, once China 

achieves one and a half times or twice bigger 

GDP of the USA, the China-US 

competitiveness will be rendered as joke,” Li 

contended. In 2017, in PPP terms China had 

already exceeded the US economy. Li cited a 

Brookings Institution report which predicted 

China’s GDP will cross America’s in 2028. 

“Once China reaches there, higher GDP will 

act as shock absorber for all Sino-US 

conflicts,” Li wrote.         

 

Fearful of China attacking Taiwan anytime 

now, a leading US political news magazine 

recently pitied President Biden for he might 

become the first president to be thrust upon 

with the decision to go to war to defend 

Taiwan. “If a war breaks out over Taiwan, 

Biden may be forced into a decision no 

American president since 1979 has wanted to 

make,” the magazine observed.8 A similar 

concern was the focus of a Washington Post 

                                                
 
8 Ward, Alex (2021) “Why there is talk about China 
starting a war with Taiwan,” May, 
https://www.vox.com/22405553/taiwan-china-war-joe-
biden-strategic-ambiguity  
 

“China’s GDP exceeded Japan’s in 

2010 and by 2019 it became 2.8 times 

more than Japan’s, which put an end 

to Sino-Japan competitiveness. 

Likewise, once China achieves one 

and a half times or twice bigger GDP 

of the USA, the China-US 

competitiveness will be rendered as 

joke,” 

 

 

 

http://www.ftchinese.com/story/001092547?archive
https://www.vox.com/22405553/taiwan-china-war-joe-biden-strategic-ambiguity
https://www.vox.com/22405553/taiwan-china-war-joe-biden-strategic-ambiguity
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report within the first week of Biden coming to 

office, i.e., “the dragon has woken up and 

Washington should engage with it.” The 

newspapers’ national political correspondent 

Olivier Knox wrote: “President Biden hasn’t 

been in office for a full week, but already faces 

questions about one of his most solemn duties: 

when, why and under what circumstances he 

might send Americans into combat.”9    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In fact, from the Trump era onwards the US 

mainstream media (MSM), the State 

Department and the Pentagon – all have been 

consistently building up pressure on the White 

House to provoke China and take action 

against “the dragon.” On its part, the White 

House has increasingly sent out signals “it is 

prepared to send military into situations where 

there is high probability of combat.” 

Dangerous yet true is overall consensus in the 

US for quite some time demanding “aggressive 

toughness” as against the so-called “cringing 

appeasement,” should China commit a 

“strategic miscalculation” in the SCS or in the 

                                                
 
9 Knox, Oliver (2021) “The Daily 202: Biden already faces 
war powers questions,” January, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/01/26
/daily-202-biden-already-faces-war-powers-questions 
/  

Taiwan Strait. On the other hand, “wolf 

warrior” statements and periodic military-strike 

threat to Taiwan from Beijing have been only 

adding fuel to the fire.  

 

Let’s recall a short chronology of the US 

statements and actions over Taiwan in order to 

ratchet up pressure on Beijing. In the early part 

of the article, we have noted two visits to 

Taiwan – both “first” since Sino-US 

normalization of ties in 1979 – by the Trump 

cabinets’ highest-level officials in September 

last year; ahead of the two visits, the US 

ambassador to the UN, Kelly Craft, had lunch 

with Taiwan’s top official in New York, James 

K. J. Lee. Craft-Lee meeting was described in a 

section of the US media as “historic” as it was 

the first time such a meeting took place since 

China seat at the UN was passed on from 

Taipei to Beijing in 1971.10  

 

Further, in last December, John Ratcliffe, the 

director of the US National Intelligence wrote 

in the WSJ: “As Director of National 

Intelligence, I am entrusted with access to more 

intelligence than any member of the U.S. 

government other than the president. If I could 

communicate one thing to the American people 

from this unique vantage point, it is that the 

People’s Republic of China is poses the 

                                                
 
10 CBS NEWS (2020) “2nd Senior US Official Visits 
Taiwan, Fuelling Row with China,” September, 
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/china-taiwan-us-2nd-
senior-trump-admin-official-visits-taipei-fueling-row-
with-beijing/ 
  
  

…..“wolf warrior” statements and 

periodic military-strike threat to Taiwan 

from Beijing have been only adding fuel 

to the fire. 

 

 

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/01/26/daily-202-biden-already-faces-war-powers-questions
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/01/26/daily-202-biden-already-faces-war-powers-questions
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/china-taiwan-us-2nd-senior-trump-admin-official-visits-taipei-fueling-row-with-beijing/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/china-taiwan-us-2nd-senior-trump-admin-official-visits-taipei-fueling-row-with-beijing/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/china-taiwan-us-2nd-senior-trump-admin-official-visits-taipei-fueling-row-with-beijing/
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greatest threat to America today, and the 

greatest threat to democracy and freedom 

world-wide since WWII.”11 Ratcliffe’s article 

was described by some as aimed at “setting the 

scene for a post-Trump administration.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For limitation of space, let me cut to the chase 

and fast forward to the latest of President 

Biden’s actions which tantamount to 

undermining the “One China” policy without 

openly challenging Beijing but increasing the 

risk of conflict. Last week, a Democrat and a 

Republican member of the House of 

Representatives together moved a bill which 

would rename Taipei Economic and Cultural 

Representative Office (TECRO) as Taiwan 

Representative Office.12 According to the bill, 

it is time for the State Department, for the 

Congress to take action to elevate relations 

with Taiwan. Remember, three months ago in 

                                                
11 Ratcliffe, John (2020) “China Is National Security 
Threat No. 1,” December, 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-is-national-
security-threat-no-1-11607019599 
 
12 Chen, Kelvin (2020) “US Congressmen Call for Name 
Change to Taiwan’s Representative Office,” December, 
https://www.taiwannews.com.tw/en/news/4081187 
 

March, a similar provocative step was taken by 

the US ambassador to the archipelago nation of 

Palau, John Hennessey-Niland. During his visit 

to Taiwan, a first in 42 years by a sitting 

envoy, he by mistake referred to Taiwan as 

“country.” Of course, no clarification or 

apology to China was offered.13   

  

Interestingly, ever since the Carter 

administration normalized the US-China 

relations in 1979, on the issue of “One China” 

policy successive US administrations have all 

pursued a policy of strategic ambiguity 

(emphasis added). It has been an open secret 

and Beijing is not oblivious to the fact that the 

US understanding on “One China” policy is as 

good as fiction. Feeling helpless, Beijing so far 

has been compromising as long as the US does 

not cross China’s three Red Lines: Taiwan 

formally declaring independence; Taiwan 

acquiring nuclear weapon; an “outside power 

becoming too cozy” to Taiwan. John Culver, 

who served CIA for over three decades 

monitoring movements in the Taiwan Strait 

and retired last year, reckons “Beijing has 

made clear it has three ‘red lines’ that, if 

crossed, would see China go to war 

tomorrow.”14  

                                                
 
13 Everington, Keoni (2021) “US ambassador visits 
Taiwan for 1st time in 42 years,” March, 
https://www.taiwannews.com.tw/en/news/4163127 
 
14 Ward, Alex (2021) “Why there is talk about China 
starting a war with Taiwan,” May, 
https://www.vox.com/22405553/taiwan-china-war-joe-
biden-strategic-ambiguity  
 
 

Beijing so far has been compromising 

as long as the US does not cross 

China’s three Red Lines: Taiwan 

formally declaring independence; 

Taiwan acquiring nuclear weapon; an 

“outside power becoming too cozy” to 

Taiwan. 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-is-national-security-threat-no-1-11607019599
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-is-national-security-threat-no-1-11607019599
https://www.taiwannews.com.tw/en/news/4081187
https://www.taiwannews.com.tw/en/news/4163127
https://www.vox.com/22405553/taiwan-china-war-joe-biden-strategic-ambiguity
https://www.vox.com/22405553/taiwan-china-war-joe-biden-strategic-ambiguity
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President Biden and his “team China” have 

been relentlessly issuing statements in order to 

heighten tensions between the mainland and 

Taipei. As recently as in April, the Secretary of 

State Blinken dared Beijing by saying “it 

would be a serious mistake for anyone to try 

and change the existing status quo by force.” 

Without specifying when exactly the Chinese 

government is going to push reunification by 

force, Joseph Hwang, a professor at Chung 

Yuan Christian University in Taiwan, said 

Beijing is waiting for an opportune time. The 

current lull is “is the quiet before the storm,” 

Hwang mulled over looking lost.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inviting Taiwanese envoy to Biden swearing-in 

should not be viewed as one-off diplomatic 

move aimed at provoking China.15 Instead, and 

in fact, uninterrupted continuity in escalating 

tensions between China and the US even as 

Trump exited and Biden entered the White 

House on one hand, and China relentlessly 

mounting political, economic and military 

pressure on Taiwan, on the other hand, have 

                                                
15 Adlakha, Hemant (2021) “Taiwan: First and Oldest 
‘Thorn’ between China and the West,” June, 
https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2021/06/10/taiwan-the-
first-and-oldest-thorn-between-china-and-the-west/ 
 

turned the Taiwan Strait into potentially one of 

the most vulnerable military conflict hotspot. 

As an article in The Diplomat observed hours 

after Biden delivered his 100-days address to 

the joint session of the Congress: “The Biden 

administration entered office at a critical 

inflection point for the United States. President 

Biden inherited a world order and in particular 

an Indo-Pacific region that is undergoing 

profound change with China’s rise and an 

ongoing geopolitical shift toward Asia. Within 

this broad expanse, the Taiwan Strait is 

increasingly a critical military flashpoint.” 16   

 

Finally, the purpose of a series of top 

government officials’ visit to Taipei, top US 

diplomats referring to Taiwan as “country” by 

slip of tongue, for several months on 

continuing presence of the US naval aircraft 

carriers in SCS and in nearby waters closer to 

the Taiwan Strait, and the latest attempts to 

create vaccine “friction” across the Taiwan 

Strait – all these actions are gearing towards 

one common goal, i.e., to elevate US-Taiwan 

relations as Washington prepares for conflict 

with Beijing. As NIKKEI Asia reported it last 

month in its ‘Politics’ columns, headlined: “US 

vows to approach Taiwan with clarity and 

resolve.” The influential Asian political 

newsmagazine from Tokyo further stated: “A 

comprehensive American strategy on China 

                                                
16 The Diplomat (2021) “How the Biden administration 
can support Taiwan,” April, 
https://thediplomat.com/2021/04/how-the-biden-
administration-can-support-taiwan/ 
 
 

China relentlessly mounting political, 

economic and military pressure on 

Taiwan, on the other hand, have turned 

the Taiwan Strait into potentially one of 

the most vulnerable military conflict 

hotspot 

https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2021/06/10/taiwan-the-first-and-oldest-thorn-between-china-and-the-west/
https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2021/06/10/taiwan-the-first-and-oldest-thorn-between-china-and-the-west/
https://thediplomat.com/2021/04/how-the-biden-administration-can-support-taiwan/
https://thediplomat.com/2021/04/how-the-biden-administration-can-support-taiwan/
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under President Joe Biden’s administration is 

still in the works, but Washington has 

promised to approach Taiwan issue with 

‘steadiness and clarity and resolve’.”17   

 

The US Senate Foreign Relations Committee 

sending a bipartisan bill to the Senate floor in 

April, sponsored by Senators Menendez (D-

New Jersey) and Misch (R-Idaho) respectively, 

is being described by some critics in US as “the 

most important piece of legislation regarding 

US policy toward China in the Congress.” 

Implying it to be one of the most belligerent 

bills, Beijing’s China Global Television 

Network website condemned the bill as the US 

Congress “declaring Cold War on China.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
17 Fang, Alex (2021) “US vows to approach Taiwan with 
clarity and resolve,” May, 
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/International-
relations/Biden-s-Asia-policy/US-vows-to-approach-
Taiwan-with-clarity-and-resolve 
  

Referring to Taiwan-related content in the bill, 

the CGTN said: “The bill contains several 

misleading statements about the US policy on 

China’s Taiwan region.”18 China’s official 

Xinhua news agency reported that the Act 

stipulates that the US government shall not 

place any restrictions on the ability of US 

officials to interact with Taiwan. The Xinhua 

cited Michael D Swaine, a scholar of China 

securities Studies, as saying: “the Act 

epitomizes the worst errors of the new 

Washington consensus on what a rising 

supposedly means for the United States and the 

world.”19 (Emphasis added)                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

                                                
18 CGTN (2021) “US Think Tank: Strategic Competition 
Act declares ‘cold war’ on China,” May, 
https://news.cgtn.com/news/2021-05-17/U-S-think-
tank-criticizes-Strategic-Competition-Act-in-series--
10lei1sW0wM/index.html  
 
19 Xinhua (2021) “US Strategic Competition Act of 2021 
shows dangerous, zero –sum view: Scholars,” May, 
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2021-
05/18/c_139953575.htm 
   

https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/International-relations/Biden-s-Asia-policy/US-vows-to-approach-Taiwan-with-clarity-and-resolve
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/International-relations/Biden-s-Asia-policy/US-vows-to-approach-Taiwan-with-clarity-and-resolve
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/International-relations/Biden-s-Asia-policy/US-vows-to-approach-Taiwan-with-clarity-and-resolve
https://news.cgtn.com/news/2021-05-17/U-S-think-tank-criticizes-Strategic-Competition-Act-in-series--10lei1sW0wM/index.html
https://news.cgtn.com/news/2021-05-17/U-S-think-tank-criticizes-Strategic-Competition-Act-in-series--10lei1sW0wM/index.html
https://news.cgtn.com/news/2021-05-17/U-S-think-tank-criticizes-Strategic-Competition-Act-in-series--10lei1sW0wM/index.html
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2021-05/18/c_139953575.htm
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2021-05/18/c_139953575.htm
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*This is enlarged version of an earlier article with the same title, published in Modern Diplomacy in June 2 

parts. (PART1, PART2).  
 

 

 

https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2021/06/10/taiwan-the-first-and-oldest-thorn-between-china-and-the-west/
https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2021/06/14/taiwan-the-first-and-oldest-thorn-between-china-and-the-west-part-2/
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